
SHARING ASSIGNMENT ONE:  ATTENTIVE LISTENING 
PROTOCOL FOR SHARING 

Sunday evening: 7:30 – 8:30 
 

If your last name begins A – M meet in the Vienna room; Miriam Raider Roth, 
Sharon Feiman Nemser.  If your last name begins N-Z, meet in the Zurich room: 
Gail Dorph, Seymour Kopelowitz. 
 
Get into a pair with someone you do not yet know. 
 
30 Minutes: Share your assignments. 
5 minutes: Each member of pair reads the other’s journal 

20 minutes: (10 for each person)  
o Presenter and Partner  

o Partner asks clarifying questions 
o Partner shares one thing that s/he heard that stood out and 

why 
o Partner asks about one thing s/he like to know more about  

5 minutes: Pairs reflect on what each has learned from sharing this experience 
with an MTEI colleague   

o What did you learn about yourself? 
o What did you learn from listening to your partner’s 

experience? 
 

25 minutes: Whole Group Debrief  (by room) 

The written assignment was: Write up the one journal entry that you want to 
share, making sure that you respond to the following questions. (Remember we 
did not specify with whom you decided to “Practice this practice.” And you 
may have engaged in attentive listening multiple times. For purposes of this 
assignment, think about one such “event” to share.  

 Are you writing about a time when you engaged in attentive listening 
with a teacher, a parent, a rabbi, a lay leader, the head of school, a 
child. 

 Why did you choose to write about this particular interaction?  

 In what context did you practice attentive listening? (Was it a planned 
meeting, on the spur of the moment when you felt it would be helpful?) 

 What did you do?  

 What did you find easy or natural about this kind of listening? 

 What did you find challenging about this kind of listening? 

 How was what happened different from what might have happened in 
the past? 

 How did this kind of listening affect your experience and the experience 
of the person or people with whom you were interacting.  



 What did you learn from experimenting with this practice? (In this case, 
you can expand on the answer in terms of the multiple tries in which you 
engaged) 
 
Read consultancy protocol and document about clarifying/program 
questions for tomorrow. 


